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i always keep the file in the folder with my original
game. when i close the game and return later to this
folder, the files are not there, probably because of

some in-game update. i have to copy them back and
this takes a lot of time. the "polish.xml" file is not

distributed, only "play.xml". in it there's no information
what language files are included in the game, so if you
want to do a translation you can start from this file. if
you want to translate the game you can look for this
file in the root folder of the game. in order to get the

language pack, you first need to install gog galaxy and
start it. then, from the list of games, you need to go to

the witcher 3: wild hunt, click on the settings cog in
the bottom right corner, select a language and

download it from the top of the list of available packs.
then, you can import it into gog galaxy, and install it.

reponame = github.com/gogoot/witcher-3/master
witcher3version = a magic version number # different

versions repourl =
https://github.com/gogoot/witcher-3/releases/

witcher3branch = master then, you need to use that
branch (which we call 'witcher3branch') in the lines

below, so that your gitconfig knows to check out that
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repository for you, then your translation of that branch
is the one you need. plain, straight forward wtf are the
crazy, crackers, hackers and other so called "master

race" using sas language pack to crack
the.witcher.3.wild.hunt.polish and get the third

difficulty level, the hardest one, "np". you are unable
to enter the game with english language because of
the missing language pack (english). so you have to
connect to a random foreign website and download

the pack to your game folder, the game will detect it
and put it in the folder as language pack, but, as i said,

in english.. 5ec8ef588b
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